How It Works

FAQ - AromaCube

The AromaCube is a very simple
and easy to use home scenting
diffuser that works silently
and diffuses fragrances magically. You can leave it at
home or travel with it. The
AromaCube is so small that it
will ﬁt in any suitcase or
bag with ease. You can take
your very own zen wherever you
go!

Q: WHAT IF MY AROMACUBE DOES
NOT TURN ON?
Check to make sure the batteries are brand new and are
properly installed. If using a
power adaptor make sure it is
properly plugged into the DC
power jack, and the electrical
outlet. Press the button on
the AromaCube to turn it on, a
soft LED light will light up
and you will feel the air ﬂow
from the top of the device.

Set It Up

Q: WHAT IF I CAN’T SMELL THE
FRAGRANCE?
If your device is running on
batteries, make sure the
batteries are properly
installed. If using a power
jack, conﬁrm the power adapter is plugged into the device
and an electrical outlet.
Press the button on the side
of the AromaCube and the LED
light will turn on. Double
check the scent pad is inserted and you’ve added at least
10-20 drops of aroma oil.

First remove battery cover and
install batteries, then reattach cover.
Make sure the AromaCube is
OFF, then swing open the
drawer and pad compartment in
the middle of the diffuser by
pushing on it with your
ﬁnger.
Insert a cotton pad that came
with the scent diffuser into
the drawer.
Use a 10 ml bottle of essential and aroma oil blend and
apply 10-20 drops on the
cotton pad. For a stronger
scent use more drops. For a
lower scent intensity use
fewer drops. No mixing of oil
with water is required.
Swing drawer shut, drawer will
click into place when fully
closed.
Press the start button and let
the AromaCube handle the rest
as it safely diffuses the
scent of the aroma or essential oil for two hours before
powering down automatically.
Yellow indicator light will
gently illuminate to show the
unit is working.
Tip: Take it with you and use
in your car to create your
perfect zen!

Q: WHAT TYPE OF OIL SHOULD I
PUT INTO THE AROMACUBE?
The beauty of the AromaCube is
that you can put absolutely
any essential oil or room
fragrance you desire. Use it
with your own ﬁne perfume or
AromaTech essential oil blends
to create your own ambiance.
Q: HOW OFTEN DO I NEED TO
CHANGE THE COTTON PAD?
If you are using the same
essential or aroma oil over
and over again, there is no
need to change the cotton pad.
If you are always changing
fragrances, we recommend to
replace the pad for every new
essential oil you are using.
To purchase more cotton pads
check out our online store at
www.aromatechscent.com. Available in a 5 piece pack.
Q: WHERE CAN I BUY REPLACEMENT
COTTON PADS?
AromaTech makes it easier for
you to replace your cotton
pads. Simply shop our online
store at www.aromatechscent.com, and purchase your
new 5 pack.
Q: HOW LONG WILL THE BATTERIES
LAST?
Depending on your usage the
batteries will last you 2
months or longer.
Q: HOW LONG DOES THE AROMACUBE
RUN BEFORE IT SHUTS OFF?
AromaCube essential oil
diffuser runs for 2 hours
before it shuts off. To resume
press the power button on the
side of the diffuser.

Q: WARRANTY AND SUPPORT?
All products designed by
AromaTech come with a 1 year
limited warranty. If you have
any questions or issues
simply call 1-888-276-6245 or
email us at help@aromatechsystems.com and we will be
happy to assist you.
DISPOSAL
Dispose of used pads in the
garbage. Please donate or
recycle the AromaCube if you
no longer have use for it.
LIABILITY
AromaTech will not be responsible for damage, injury, or
poor performance caused by
use of other fragrance or
material on pads, or use of
other pads in the AromaCube.
Only use AromaTech cotton
pads in the AromaCube.
CAUTION
Do not immerse in water. Keep
air vents clear of debris and
dust. Keep out of reach of
children or pets.

Small, Sleek & Silent

The Basics

Take your favorite scent
anywhere with the AromaCube
oil diffuser. Compact and
portable, this home fragrance
diffuser is perfect for any
small space, from your bathroom to the bedroom, or your
home ofﬁce, the AromaCube is
the most cost effective and
versatile way to get the most
out of your essential and
aroma oils.

Dry-air diffusion is an easy
and heat free way to diffuse
AromaTech’s 100% Essential and
Aroma Oil Blends.

Key Features
Covers 100 sq.ft.
Runs on 3 AAA batteries (not
included), or power adaptor
(not included)*.
Uses a heat-free, fan based
system to disperse essential
oil molecules into the air.
2 hour Run-Time with Auto Shut
Off feature.
Silent operation and energy
efﬁcient.
Constructed from recycled
plastic.
Recommended bottle size: 10ml
*Optional power adaptor available for purchase (Note: Power
adaptor doesn’t by pass 2 hr
auto shut off feature). Power
adaptor available for purchase
at aromatechscent.com.

The Basics

AromaTech™ diffusers increase
your health and well being by
releasing nano particles and
purify the air. Our diffusers
are ideal for creating a
unique and inviting ambience
in your home and getting the
maximum health beneﬁts from
your essential oils.

Unique Technology
The essential and aroma oils
are diffused through dry-air
diffusion scent technology
without the use of sprays,
aerosols, or heating oils.
This preserves the intention
behind our essential and aroma
oil blends, while maximizing
their olfactive and therapeutic powers, without diluting
in water, heating, or adding
solvents.
AromaTech home fragrance
diffusers support healthy
indoor air quality while
providing ambience and wellbeing. Transform your space and
environment with the AromaCube
essential oil home diffuser.

Specs
Product Dimensions:
3” w x 4” h
Weight: 0.25 lbs

AROMACUBE ESSENTIAL OIL
DIFFUSER PAD PACKS
AVAILABLE AT
AROMATECHSCENT.COM

The AromaCube Fragrance
diffuser is the most ideal
portable home scenting solution for anyone who wants to
diffuse essential oils and
preserve their key beneﬁts,
or create an ambient atmosphere in their home with
aroma oils. Simply add 10-20
drops of your favorite essential or aroma oil blend and
enjoy! The more drops you add
the stronger the aroma.

AromaCube
Essential & Aroma oil Diffuser

